Subaru 2006 forester

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Description: Used Subaru Forester 2.
This vehicle is part of our Budget Row Collection, These cars sell quickly, so hurry in for a test
drive, They have no implied or expressed warranty. Odometer is miles below market average!
We have more inventory so we can offer more selection and volume discounts. We now offer a
wide selection of Certified vehicles. Our Service Department and Collision Center offer many
types of repairs. Bean Edition Automatic. Low miles clean inside and out. Before third party
pictures at the end of post. Equipped with full leather, Roof size sunroof so that you can enjoy.
Please come by for test drive. Penn Auto Group has over 1, affordable vehicles in stock. We
offer a 3 Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why shop anywhere else? Our dealership
specializes in providing you with the best used cars, trucks, and SUVs in the Allentown,
Pennsylvania area. Part of our promise to you is that we will always strive to provide you with
unbeatable service. Our goal is to go above and beyond your expectations. So come on down to
our dealership in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. We are open Monday through Saturday from 9 am
to 8 pm. Contact us with any used car questions you may have, our number is Make Penn Auto
Group your first choice for affordable used vehicles. Reynolds' Subaru has been family owned
for 6 generations since We take great pride in our inventory and stand behind the quality of our
pre-owned vehicles. That Car Place is proud to offer our customers a complimentary Lifetime
Powertrain Warranty on almost every vehicle we sell! This warranty is an actual warranty on
your powertrain components and is valid all over the U. What's the catch you ask there isn't
one! On all qualifying vehicles your car is covered as long as you own it and no matter how
many miles you drive it. All you have to do is maintain your vehicle in accordance with the
manufacturer's maintenance schedule it's that simple. The best part is that this isn't one of
those warranties offered by some that require you service your vehicle at their local dealership.
While we would love to have all your service work here at That Car Place bringing your car here
for routine maintenance is not required to maintain the validity of your warranty. It is worth
noting though that if you live in Albuquerque or one of the surrounding cities we do offer one of
the most competitive labor rates in Central New Mexico. So what vehicles qualify? Almost all
used vehicles with less than miles. The exceptions to that are most European cars high
performance cars diesels and vehicles with turbos. Everything else gets it! The majority of our
inventory has this warranty applied to it at the time of purchase at absolutely no cost to you. If
you maintain your eligibility under the program as described within the Lifetime Powertrain
Warranty then subject to your payment of the deductible we will repair replace or have repaired
or replaced any covered part which fails to perform the function of which it was intended to
perform within manufacturer specifications due to a mechanical defect. Replacement may be
made with a part which is of like kind and quality comparable with the original design
specifications and wear tolerances of the vehicle. The Warranty applies to only the purchaser
on the specific vehicle purchased at That Car Place. The program cannot be transferred to any
other person including any subsequent owners of the vehicle. Please see a That Car Place
representative for additional details including exclusions and limits of liability. This Subaru
Forester 4dr 4dr 2. Bean Edition Automatic features a 2. It is equipped with a Automatic
transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. The exterior is clean and in good condition. The interior was well maintained and is
extra clean. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. This vehicle had two
previous owners. This vehicle comes with a spare key. Thank You for looking. Take command
of the road in this Subaru Forester! Look at all the options that come standard on this one!
Power Door Locks. Power Windows. Short legs or long Tired of the radio? Bring your favorite
music with you and enjoy the MP3 player this one offers! To help this vehicle look better It has a
nice set of Alloys on it! With Tilt Steering you can adjust the Wheel to a position you like! Help
maintain your speed with Cruise Control Making life on a trip a lot easier! Also included on this
vehicle is a Rear Defroster!! Make changing the Radio Stations and Volume a piece of cake
Safety First Airbags save lives and this one has a Drivers Airbag. Warm up everything in your
car on those cold winter mornings, including the seats! Comfortable Front Bucket Seats always
make the drive go by quicker. The Cloth Interior on this car looks good Whether its sunny or
raining get a great view out the top of this vehicle it has a power sunroof. Bring your favorite
music with you Buy and Drive with Confidence It's a promise we pioneered to consistently
identify, respect, and exceed our clients' expectations. Seamless transactions with no surprises
it's car buying redefined. Experience it firsthand only at Schomp Automotive. Your time is
valuable. We believe in aggressively pricing our inventory daily at fair market value. At Schomp
Honda, you deal with one person from the second you walk into the dealership until the moment
you leave in your new car - less than 60 minutes from closing the deal, in most cases. All

vehicles get a 5 day money back guarantee and free carfax. Please call or text Gilly at Runs and
drives great,. We pride ourselves on our great selection of pre-owned vehicles with competitive
pricing! Our One-Price philosophy means you get a great price right away without the hassle!
Appointments are highly recommended! Please ask about our McGrath Advantage!! Please
verify with a dealer representative that all details listed are accurate. Only 93, Miles! Young Blvd,
Chiefland, FL Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code
to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only
show local listings. Year s. Trim 2. Bean Edition 5 2. Bean Edition 4 2. Engine Details
Transmission Automatic 4, Manual Engine Type Gas 4, Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 4, Cylinders 4
cylinders 4, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Frame damage. Know The Deal. No accidents. Theft history. Price Drop. Close
Omni Auto Sales Inc. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Great car but
lots of repairs Starting at k. I bought this at , miles for I'm on the fence on whether It was worth
it or not. Been a good car but i've put some real maintenance dough into it. Pros: handling,
acceleration, steering, quite roomy because of it's boxy shape and the seats that can fold
forward. Really high clearance, all wheel drive, good suspension all means that this car can
handle a wide variety of conditions, from poorly maintained roads to very wintry weather. I use
my car for construction and enjoye the spaciousness in the back especially with seats folded
down and being able to get places that big trucks sometimes can't get to. Cons: It's interior is
quite delicate. I know I said I used it for construction, but I've had a number of cars before and I
was disappointed with how easily the interior aged, dinged, scratched, and the upholstery tore
and the carpet at the feet are tearing and wearing as well. The biggest issue is the major and
minor repairs that you risk after about k miles on it, maybe sooner if you're not lucky. I guess
this is true for most cars that aren't Toyota or Honda. The big issues have been head gasket
repair, multiple belt issues. The little issues have been thermostat, leaking and burning oil,
emergency break stopped working, hatch stopped shutting, weather stripping coming undone
and lots of air noise, leaking steering fluid. All this on top of a drop in gas mileage since I
bought it, and "regular maintenance" like getting the timing belt replaced and fluid changes so
looking back I would have looked for something maybe less 'nice' but more reliable. So far head
gaskets are good, fingers crossed Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Practical, well built and
enjoyable to drive, the Subaru Forester offers an excellent balance of upscale features and
all-weather drivability. Too bad Subaru already beat them to the punch -- seven years ago.
That's when the original Forester debuted. With a tall roomy cabin, elevated driving position and
full-time all-wheel drive, the Subaru Forester was a crossover utility vehicle before there was
such a thing. Fully redesigned for , the second-generation Subaru Forester brought back all the
things that made it popular the first time around, while adding new features and a fresh look in
hopes of keeping all those newcomers on the scene at bay. The previous generation's
horsepower boxer four-cylinder engine carried over as well -- although power was adequate, the
Forester could feel sluggish at times, particularly when equipped with an automatic
transmission. For , Subaru added a little more excitement to the lineup with the introduction of a
hp, turbocharged XT model. Additional improvements come to keep the Forester competitive,
the main highlights being more power, better transmission performance and freshened styling.
As in the past, the Subaru Forester blends positive SUV attributes such as a high seating point
and interior versatility with passenger car comfort, handling and fuel-efficiency. Subaru
designed and equipped it to compete with a wide array of SUVs. Our only real complaint about
the cabin is the limited legroom in the backseat, which isn't ideal for adults or toddlers riding in
bulky car seats. Even if it doesn't have the roomiest rear quarters, the Subaru Forester is one of
the safest small SUVs you can buy. It is one of the only two vehicles in its class to have earned
"Good" ratings in both the frontal offset and side-impact crash testing conducted by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. It also earned a perfect five stars across the board in
front- and side-impact testing by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Indeed,
there's much to like about the Forester. It may not offer a V6, but most buyers will find it plenty
powerful, especially in XT Limited trim. It also handles better than many small SUVs and its
slightly lower stance makes parking lot maneuvers a breeze. For those who brave snowy
winters, it has full-time all-wheel drive and 8 inches of ground clearance. If these are the things
that are important to you, make sure you try the latest version of the versatile Subaru Forester.
The Subaru Forester is available in three trim levels: 2. Bean Edition and 2. Opting for the
Premium Package gets you rear disc brakes, a limited-slip rear differential, alloy wheels,
upgraded trim, a power driver seat, an upgraded audio system, automatic climate control,
heated seats and a power moonroof. The L. Bean Edition is your ticket to two-tone paint, a
leather-and-wood Momo steering wheel, unique wheels and exterior trim, leather seats with
perforated Alcantara bolsters, and a self-leveling rear suspension. In addition to a more

powerful engine, XT Limited models have a unique leather interior, luminescent sport
instruments, a seven-speaker audio system and aluminum roof rails. Standard on X and L. Bean
models is a 2. If you need extra power, opt for the XT model, which has a turbocharged version
of the 2. Both engines give you the choice of a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic
transmission. Like all Subaru vehicles, the Forester comes standard with full-time all-wheel
drive. Manual transmission-equipped vehicles have a Hill Holder clutch feature that keeps the
vehicle from rolling back on steep inclines. ABS is standard on all Forester models;
additionally, all models except the base X have four-wheel disc brakes. Other safety features
include active head restraints and side-impact airbags. If safety is of utmost importance in your
selection of a small SUV, the Forester should be seriously considered. The base 2. In terms of
handling, the Forester is stable and predictable even when pushed to its limits. The steering is a
bit vague at speed, and the soft suspension tuning results in some body roll, but for day-to-day
driving, the Subaru Forester is comfortable and controllable enough to suit most drivers. The
Subaru Forester earns praise for the high-quality look and feel of its interior. Even the base X
model is well equipped and user-friendly, and leather-equipped models feel downright
luxurious. The front seats are supportive with adequate room for most adults, but the rear
quarters are a little tight for adults and toddlers in bulky car seats. Rear cargo room with the
seats folded measures Honestly, the Subaru Forester never did it for me. I was not looking
forward to this trip, driving the small SUV around southern Pennsylvania. My day with the
Subaru Forester was already off to a poor start, as I had accidentally downed a glass full of raw
egg whites, which, at a. Clearly, I had every reason to disparage the car, but something
miraculous happened along the way: Subaru made a believer out of me with the Forester. It's
not that the Forester was underpowered, though. In fact, several previous Subaru Foresters
have had the ability to achieve 0-to times quicker than even the V6 Porsche Cayenne. Part of the
new fun, though, comes from Subaru's removal of the precatalytic converter, which bumps the
output of the standard 2. Likewise, the Forester 2. These tweaks allow the Subaru Forester to
achieve class-leading power for four-cylinder entry-level SUVs and second place, behind the
Saturn Vue , in the six-cylinder category â€” even though the Subie is merely powered by a flat
four. Those concerned that these new engines might be more burdensome, though, to both the
environment and their gas card, shouldn't worry, as a secondary air pump has been added to all
models to improve emissions. Dynamic Suspension, Nimble Performance and Even Good Gas
Mileage The Forester's suspension has been made considerably firmer than that of the version,
without any penalty in ride quality. The improved handling became immediately evident from the
vehicle's performance on the surprisingly sporty roads of southern Pennsylvania. Both the 2.
Subaru has also improved the shift performance on all of the five-speed manual transmissions
for ; and the two Foresters that we drove, both five-speed-equipped, had effortlessly engaging
shift action. Gas mileage for the Foresters is better than most small SUVs, with these manual
versions, in particular, capable of as much as 26 miles to the gallon. And the turbo Foresters
lose an average of only 2 miles a gallon compared to the normally aspirated 2. In addition to
these welcome enhancements, Subaru has also redesigned the front and rear of the Forester,
with new bumpers, grille, headlights and rear window. The ground clearance has been raised to
8. Carlike Safety Despite its impressive performance, the Forester is no slouch when it comes to
safety. Since its introduction in , the Forester has racked up the safety awards and numerous
accolades, not the least of which have come from the notoriously nitpicky Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety for frontal and side crash test ratings. The safety package includes
improved all-wheel drive, multiple airbags, a strengthened rear crossmember which increases
the Forester's rigidity, front-seatbelt pre-tensioners and front-seat active head restraints. The
Subaru Advanced Front Airbag System is exactly how it is described: it determines the weight
of the passenger and then determines how much force to use. The airbag shuts itself off if the
"smart" system determines that the front-seat passenger weighs less than 60 pounds. The
standard Forester brake setup is efficient and effective. The only improvement I can think of in
this department would be the inclusion of the Brembo brakes that are found on the Forester STi
turbo, which is sold exclusively in Japan. Considering this, I usually judge sport-utility vehicles
on the basis of their interiors. In regards to the cabin, the Forester was already quite impressive
in its configuration. That which was good about the vehicle has been retained, and the Forester
has received a few other interior delights such as more luxurious seat fabric even on the base
model , passenger seatback net pockets and increased cargo capacity. Subaru has also added a
multifunctional center console, which looks just fine and actually provides some function ,
although we found it to interfere slightly with our shifting in the manual models. The top-end L.
Bean Edition of the car has been upgraded with a MOMO wood and leather-wrapped steering
wheel, a shock sensor for the security system, and an expansion of the waterproof storage
surface to the cargo area sidewalls. What Next for the Forester? With its generous safety

package and carlike ride, the Subaru Forester has traditionally been a big hit with women, who
currently make up 60 percent of the vehicle's customers. For , the target is men. The hp 2. While
I have already admitted to not being entirely enamored with the Forester's looks, the drive is
still fantastic, with horsepower and torque to spare. For what the vehicle is, I could only think of
one improvement for the model lineup: the importation of the Japan-only Forester STi turbo,
with its hp. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Subaru Forester. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Subaru lease specials Check out Subaru Forester lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Costs more than many competitors, tight on legroom in the backseat. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Subaru has made many small but significant changes to the Forester for Foresters
with normally aspirated engines have a new variable valve-lift system that bumps horsepower
from last year's to , while turbo Foresters have a higher compression ratio and redesigned
intake and exhaust components for a hp boost to and cleaner tailpipe emissions. The manual
and automatic transmissions have also been updated for better performance, as has the
suspension. Interested shoppers should also note that Subaru has simplified the Forester's trim
levels, freshened up the exterior styling and added more thigh support to the rear seat. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. Great car but lots of repairs Starting at k. I bought this at ,
miles for I'm on the fence on whether It was worth it or not. Been a good car but i've put some
real maintenance dough into it. Pros: handling, acceleration, steering, quite roomy because of
it's boxy shape and the seats that can fold forward. Really high clearance, all wheel drive, good
suspension all means that this car can handle a wide variety of conditions, from poorly
maintained roads to very wintry weather. I use my car for construction and enjoye the
spaciousness in the back especially with seats folded down and being able to get places that
big trucks sometimes can't get to. Cons: It's interior is quite delicate. I know I said I used it for
construction, but I've had a number of cars before and I was disappointed with how easily the
interior aged, dinged, scratched, and the upholstery tore and the carpet at the feet are tearing
and wearing as well. The biggest issue is the major and minor repairs that you risk after about k
miles on it, maybe sooner if you're not lucky. I guess this is true for most cars that aren't Toyota
or Honda. The big issues have been head gasket repair, multiple belt issues. The little issues
have been thermostat, leaking and burning oil, emergency break stopped working, hatch
stopped shutting, weather stripping coming undone and lots of air noise, leaking steering fluid.
All this on top of a drop in gas mileage since I bought it, and "regular maintenance" like getting
the timing belt replaced and fluid changes so looking back I would have looked for something
maybe less 'nice' but more reliable. So far head gaskets are good, fingers crossed Read less.
Not a pretty car but a pretty darn great car. Sam M. The AC compressor burnt out and calipers
were dragging, which bumped us up to a pleasant 25mpg. There's a mysterious slow oil leak to
hunt down, I have to top off a quart every few weeks. Clean coolant and consistent, approaching
80K since head gasket replacement. Over 2 years, the Foz has not once thrown me a CEL and
no pending codes. We've even earned our first rust spots- a Northeastern badge of pride. If
you're looking for a modest work horse, you've hit the jackpot. I've only owned this humble car
for a year, but experiencing all four seasons in the snow belt of NY has me convinced that I will
own nothing less than AWD for the rest of my life. First off, I live in farm country and I hike in
the Adirondacks frequently. I love snow driving, but haven't yet had a car that was up for the
task. Until the Foz. This small beast has carried me through mountain blizzards and
backcountry roads with control and confidence. Interior is plastic and plain with pretty
dated-looking controls - no frills. No big ticket repairs yet at K. No one will ever tell you this
awkward wagon is beautiful, but what she lacks in looks, she'll make up for in grit. I bought my
Subaru forester off a second owner in At the time of purchase it had K miles. I have put over K
miles on my baby and she still runs like a champ! All I have done as far as maintenance is
changed out the timing belt and water pump every k miles and of corse its regular maintenance
like oil and fluid change every 3k miles. Im a huge out door person and this car is great for

camping and handles great in the snow, rain and graveled roads because of it all wheel drive. I
truly recommend to all!! Watch those big ticket repairs. No surprise here but this car is amazing
in bad weather. I love driving this car in the snow, wind, rain and I feel very safe and secure
while doing so. My main beef with this car is that it has about mil
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es on it and I'm going to have to let it go because it needs some very pricey repairs. Repairs:
-Head gaskets are leaking. Luckily they found a used one and I didn't need to replace
transmission. My gas mileage dropped from 22 to 17mpg. I feel like it's a matter of time before I
do need to replace the transmission and that won't be worth paying since it will cost nearly
what the car is worth. I have not had very many small repairs. It's been a fairly reliable car other
than the above big ticket issues. I've noticed a lot of used Foresters around the same year are
around that k mile mark so I'm guessing this is sort of the point in these cars life where you
either dump a ton of money into it or sell it. See all reviews of the Used Subaru Forester. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Forester. Sign Up.

